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Under The Greenwood Tree Thomas Hardy Hent PDF This is the annotated edition including a rare

biographical essay on the life and works of the author. quoteUnder the Greenwood Treequote is a year-long
rural idyl. The nine chapters of the first part entitled quoteWinter,quote are taken up with a wonderfully

humorous description of the old-fashioned wind-instrument choir of the parish of Mellstock trudging around
on Christmas night to serenade every dweller in the parish, and with an equally humorous description of the
party given by honest Reuben Dewey, the tranter, or wagoner. The other parts, named after the other seasons,
commemorate the love of Dick Dewey, the tranter's son for Fancy Day, the village schoolmistress-a love
which ends in the most typical of rural weddings, in spite of the fact that the young rector himself is

somewhat smitten with the fair schoolmistress who plays the first organ set up in the parish church. The
despair of the old choir at the advent of this organ and their visit to the rector in expostulation are described

with a humor that puts Mr. Hardy alongside of Dickens if not, as some think, above him.
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